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Explicit dehumanising language ('invaders', 'disease', 'savages') directed at Muslims is
frequently not detected by Facebook's and Twitter's tools. All expressions of wanting
to kill or see Muslims dead, or glorifying the genocide of Muslims, were reported to
Facebook and Twitter. Of all these reports, only a very marginal few were actually
removed.
The marshalling of stories to create an overwhelming sense of crisis and disgust does
not always rely on explicit dehumanising descriptors, verbs, or coded language in the
headlines. Where an audience had been primed over time, implied properties in text
were capable of triggering entire sub-texts.
The presence of dehumanising language is unnecessary to propagate dehumanising
discourse, yet it is the specificity of dehumanising language that social media
companies largely rely upon to detect online hate actors. 

SUMMARY: This study underlines the need to adopt a different framework capable of
assessing manipulative and dehumanising ‘identity builds’ of out-groups that go beyond
explicit dehumanising synonyms or adjectives.

WHO WE ARE: The Australian Muslim Advocacy Network (AMAN) works to safeguard the
human rights, dignity and safety of Australian Muslims, and also safeguard Australia, from
threats to our social harmony.

The Dehumanisation of Outgroups on Facebook and Twitter aimed to answer three
questions: (1) whether explicit dehumanising language directed at Muslims is detected by
auto-detection or content review tools on Facebook and Twitter; (2) whether explicit
dehumanising language was needed to successfully dehumanise the ‘other’ – in this case,
Muslims; and finally (3) what were the characteristics to dehumanising discourse.

The information operations we assessed included Jihad Watch, BareNakedIslam,
CreepingSharia, Richardson Post and an unidentified connected network of websites.  

KEY FINDINGS:
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In some cases, the ideology stated on actor websites
Participants (nouns) and verbs of headlines that work cumulatively to
dehumanise the subject
Headlines that act as proofs for dehumanising conceptions and theories and bait
in-group audiences, including through irony
A pattern of hate speech and other violent speech in the comment threads.

RECOMMENDATIONS

This study underlines the need to adopt a different framework capable of assessing
manipulative and dehumanising ‘identity builds’ of out-groups that go beyond
explicit dehumanising synonyms or adjectives. 

As part of this framework, platforms might assess an Actor’s information campaign
by considering the following elements: 

As this study suggests, the operation of dehumanisation through discourse (not
language alone) must be analysed by platforms to competently assess actors and
their information operations.
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